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Rhodes State College's mobile
bus paid a visit to Ottoville to
share their technology on
wheels for all high school
students. The students learned
how to use some 3D software
technology for anatomy,
utilized robotics, and learned
about new agricultural
technology to assist local
farmers with soil testing and
planting.

The anatomy
and physiology
students had a
health care
panel come in
this month and
had the
opportunity to
ask questions
about various
careers in the
medical field.

The Class of 2023 has officially
finished their K-12 education and is
moving on to their next chapter. The
graduation ceremony was held in
the gymnasium with Elise Kramer,
Julia Schleeter, Trey Landwehr and
Audrey Niemeyer sharing their
farewells and memories during their
speeches.

Class Colors: Purple & Black

Class Flower: Purple Rose

Class Song: "Good Riddance" by
Green Day

Class Motto: "Pressure Forms
Diamonds"

Registration for the 2023-2024 school year is open in
Final Forms. LOGIN under the Parent Icon. Locate and
click on CLICK TO SWITCH TO 2023-2024
REGISTRATION and complete the necessary forms. All
students and parents need to complete/verify the forms
for the next school year, except the incoming
kindergarten class of 2036. Forms should be completed
as soon as possible as we prepare for next school year!

The first grade class took a walking field trip around the
community and had the opportunity to visit the Ottoville
town library. While there, they heard about all the
opportunities available through the summer reading
program, looked at the prizes that could be won for
reading throughout the summer, and received their own
library card to check out a book! It was a great day!
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This year's cancer walk, led by Mrs. Ray and her FCCLA organization, raised over $20,000 for cancer research and
awareness! Local cancer survivors are pictured on the left. Senior Carter Horstman gave a memorable speech about how
cancer has affected his family, and shared special memories about his father. The day was filled with walking, track games,
raffle, cornhole, volleyball, dodgeball, snacks, pies in the face, and much more. Thank you to the community for helping
to raise money for cancer research and awareness!

Kindergarteners celebrated a camping week by building
tents and making s'mores, along with several other fun
activities.

Students in Mr. Kumfer's accounting class applied what
they learned about tracking a business' income and
expenses by playing a round of Monopoly and inserting
transactions from the game into an accounting journal.
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